The Push-to-Talk Radio Network
that Drives the San Joaquin Valley

Cook’s Communication has served central California and
the San Joaquin Valley since 1946. We provide a full range
of equipment sales and service, as well as a robust, modern
radio communications network we call ValleyNet™.
We serve the valley from south Sacramento to Bakersfield.
A fleet of mobile service techs and support specialists are
ready to serve you – wherever you are.
Our customers range from public fleets to private industry,
and represent nearly every commercial and industrial service
category.
559.233.8818
www.cookscom.com

In an industry as fast changing as
wireless communications, it can be
tough to form long-term, hard-working
relationships. That’s not the case for
Cook’s Communications customers.
Our first radio network hit the airwaves more than 60 years ago and
today represents the most advanced network available in the area.
Network users rely upon ValleyNet™ for everything from private
industry applications to highly efficient fleet operations.
The push-to-talk, one-to-many network format gives you the ability
to communicate with one person – or everyone on the team. And
the intuitive operation and efficiency ValleyNet offers are so solid
that first-time users often comment on the savings they achieve in
time alone.

ValleyNet™ Digital Coverage
• Offers dependable coverage

TALK

•A
 llows for instant communication 
with multiple users – or just one

• Local and intra-state coverage

•A
 ssists with state communications 
compliance
•D
 oes all this – and more – affordably,
far below cellular rates

• Multi-site connectivity
•F
 lexible set-up for single or 
multiple talk-paths
• Unlimited talk time

DATA
• GPS & related services

Service and Staff to Support You
While our network provides 
the coverage you need, the rest
of the Cook’s team is ready to help
you select the equipment that best
suits your needs. We’ve spent decades
working with customers in virtually
every industry, and we’re happy to
share our knowledge with you.

• AVL & other fleet management
• Custom solutions

TEXT
• Radio to radio
• Radio to dispatch
• Radio to mobile device
•W
 eb-based text messaging 
service

Delivering Affordability, Reliability
Affordability, reliability and usability merge in Cook’s radio
network. This system offers the most flexible and clearest radiobased communications available. It was built specifically for the
demands of those working in fast-paced, highly mobile settings
that demand instant, turnkey communications access without
channel-setting or other adjustments. Network coverage is
extremely strong, allowing for dependable service even from
within buildings and warehouses.

ValleyNet™
Digital Coverage
Actual coverage may vary.
See our website for the
latest coverage map.

* Ask about our expansion plans across California

